Cybersecurity & Data Privacy
Stay ahead of security threats while improving data privacy, mitigating risk, and
optimizing your security investment.

At EXTEND, our professionals and partners are recognized experts
in cybersecurity policy, engineering, and operations. We provide concrete
solutions to the real threat of information security incidents and breaches.
Clients count on our experienced perspective on security challenges and
valuable insights into evolving threats to help them understand their critical
risks, prepare for cyber threats, create security solutions that prevent cyber
attacks and mitigate risks and work with them to successfully respond to
incidents if they happen.
We assess your enterprise and third-party vendors, identifying cyber risks
and opportunities to improve your security practices. Then, our
cybersecurity experts develop and implement a tailored program designed
to help you stay ahead of security threats while improving data privacy,
mitigating risks, and optimizing your information security investment. If you
experience an incident, you can count on EXTEND’s experts and partners to
help you successfully navigate and quickly resolve the situation.
With EXTEND OnTrack 27001, your information security management
system and documentation is managed in the cloud, making it easy for
system administrators to securely access and update policies, procedures,
assets, and status at any time, from anywhere. In addition, our
knowledgeable resources can manage your information security program,
as well as your organization’s governance, risk management, and
compliance requirements, on an ongoing, turnkey basis.

The Value of a
Tailored Approach
Every organization is unique, and so
are your security requirements. So,
aligning your information security
program to your business and goals
makes good sense.
We take a tailored approach to ISMS
design, creating a practical,
customized system that’s designed to
efficiently and effectively meet your
security and compliance requirements
today and well into the future.

Everything you need.
Nothing you don’t.

OUR PARTNERS

A leader in cloud-delivered, next-generation endpoint
protection, CrowdStrike has revolutionized endpoint
protection. Crowdstrike’s forensic incident response team
accelerates the speed of remediation by providing the most
comprehensive view into attacker activity so you can resume
business operations faster.

Make your mobile workforce more productive, while keeping
your company's data secure – regardless of device.
BlackBerry® Work is a better way to mobilize your business,
with extended capabilities not otherwise found in native email,
calendar, and contacts. Communicate faster, collaborate more
effectively, and speed up the pace of decision-making.

Resources That Power Performance.

CYBERSECURITY CONSULTING SERVICES

Security Review & Assessment: Perform a 360-degree evaluation of the effectiveness of your
current security program, both internal operations and third-party vendors.

Prepare

Incident Planning & Preparation: Develop comprehensive incident response plans to ensure
clients are prepared before an attack or breach takes place.
Incident Response Readiness Testing & Planning: Determine if your security team is
prepared for an attack -- from response team readiness and tabletop exercises to
communication plans.
Security Certification & Compliance: Attain certification to demonstrate that your security
program meets or exceeds ISO 27001 international standards as well as state or industry
requirements.
Cyber Insurance Coverage Review & Selection: Evaluate current coverage, environment,
risks, and exposure to identify and secure the optimal level of cyber insurance coverage.

Risk Assessment, Treatment & Measurement: Identify risks in your operation through
penetration and vulnerability testing, and maintain a scorecard to measure progress against
goals.

Prevent

Security Process Improvement: Assess response results, strengthen your defenses, and
continuously improve your information security program to reduce the impact of an
incident.
Technology Selection & Implementation: Deploy solutions that align with your security
strategy to support organizational objectives and account for the organization’s culture,
governance, technology, and structure.
Security Policies & Procedures Development: Enhance your security operations and prepare
for certification with processes and protocols based on best practices.
Employee Awareness and Training: Conduct in-depth information security education and
assessments designed to improve knowledge, enhance accountability, reduce the risk of
human errors, and assess training efficacy.
Security Process Integration: Combine security elements and activities from across the
organization to ensure complementary processes that work together in harmony.

Forensic Incident Review: Investigate, Contain, Eradicate, and Recover: Identify the source of an
incident, eliminate the threat, and monitor for recurring threats.

Respond

Incident Response Communications: Meet notification compliance requirements in any
jurisdiction and coordinate public relations efforts.
Incident Response Legal Services: Understand and navigate regulatory issues, notification
requirements, and public relations best practices in the time-sensitive aftermath of a breach.
Case Management: Perform an organized, collaborative incident response and
investigation that delivers useful information and helps mitigate risks.
Third-Party Litigation: Efficiently manage cybersecurity and data breach-related matters with
consistently high quality. Disciplined processes and advanced technology enable us to
automate repetitive tasks, eliminating wasted hours and reducing overall costs for clients.
Coverage Analysis and Litigation: Evaluate the scope of coverage for resulting losses and costs
under cyber insurance policies based on our deep understanding of coverage disputes and
experience writing insurance policies.

CYBERSECURITY
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Minimize Exposure. Maximize Value.
Web-based and easy to use, EXTEND’s OnTrack platform takes the guesswork out of achieving
and maintaining ISO 27001 certification. Serving as the one-stop shop to manage the
documents, records, and processes required for compliance, OnTrack guides users through
the steps to create policies, procedures, and other documentation.
OnTrack’s powerful content library of ISO-compliant templates serves as a starting point for
comprehensive documentation and can be customized for your unique environment and
certification goals. Auditor-friendly views and reports help you demonstrate your controls and
documentation, resulting in a smooth, stress-free audit process.

The CrowdStrike Falcon lightweight agent and powerful cloud work seamlessly to deliver realtime protection and visibility, even when the agent is not connected to the internet.
CrowdStrike Falcon provides robust threat prevention, leveraging artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning (ML) with advanced detection and response, and integrated threat
intelligence — all through a highly intuitive management console.
Falcon Prevent: Next Generation Antivirus
Falcon Insight: Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)
Falcon Overwatch: 24x7 Monitoring & Threat Hunting
Forensic Services: Incident Response CrowdStrike identifies and tracks attackers in near-real
time, focuses on quickly mitigating their unauthorized access to your environment, and gets
your organization back to normal business operations – faster.

Blackberry Work's Mobile Device Management (MDM) helps information technology (IT)
administrators manage their mobile devices according to their organization’s needs with total
visibility, control, and flexibility across a variety of use cases and ownership models.
Users can enroll their own devices in just moments over Wi-Fi.
Controls, policies, Virtual Private Network (VPN), wireless network, and
Exchange ActiveSync settings will be automatically configured for users.
Supports the complete device lifecycle.
Automated process for device role change and decommissioning
Blackberry Workspaces is the leading secure EFSS solution, Blackberry Workspaces allows
users to access content anytime, anywhere, and file share inside and outside their organization.
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